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1 Introduction 
 
This report was compiled by library consultant Thomas J. Hennen Jr. for Consensus in February 
and March of 2017.  Some of the data in this report relies on reports compiled by the federal 
government’s Institute for Museums and Library Services (IMLS).  Long range planning 
requires thoughtful analysis of the library’s present building and equipment situation as well as 
projections for the future.  A good plan will detail the replacement cycle for such things as 
computer workstations and the roof as well as whether there is a need for building upgrades or 
replacements during the timeframe of the planning period.  While large issues like building or 
remodeling can be considered in focus groups and surveys, it is the responsibility of the Library 
Board and the City Council to include or not include such items in a Long-Range Plan.   
 
The purpose of the report is to consider the current condition of the building, its equipment, and 
furnishings.  It then provides recommendations on the use of the current facility as well as on 
possible design considerations for an expansion of the building on the current site.   

It is often said that “you never get a second chance to make a good first impression.”  When I 
visited the Altoona Public Library in the second week of February 2017, the library and its staff 
made a very good impression indeed.  The building was bright, clean, and cheerful even on a 
dreary day in February.  The staff were welcoming, attentive, and friendly.  Nevertheless, a 
closer inspection revealed a number of shortcomings in the building.  Some of these can be 
overcome without major renovation or expansion; others cannot.  This report provides a look at 
what can be done in the current building and what might be done in an expansion.   

Planning Considerations 

The current 19,400 square foot building was constructed in 1998 at a taxpayer cost of $4.7 
million (in 2016 dollars) to serve a population then counted at 7,191. If we assume that planners 
at the time were projecting a doubling of the population in 20 years, then they planned for about 
1.4 square feet per capita.  The cost per square foot was $160.82 (about $236.80 in 2016 dollars).    
 
The city’s Comprehensive Plan projects a 2035 city population of between 16,188 and 44,412 
with a planning target of 33,693. (See projections in Appendix). The city estimates the current 
population of Altoona at 15,409. That figure does not include the roughly 2,000 residents of 
surrounding towns that the State Library of Iowa estimates as part of its service area population.   
 
For purposes of this report, we assumed that the proposed annexations in the city plans would 
include some of the service area population, so we projected the total design population at 
35,000 (the city target 33,963 plus 1,037 service area population).  
 
The current building site allows for an expansion to 40,000 square feet.  (See aerial view on page 
7). That would provide an estimated total of 1.14 square feet per capita 20 years from now.  At 
$227 per square foot that could cost about $5 million.   
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Document Summary 

Section 2 of this report starts with a comparison of the size of this library to the 20 libraries with 
comparable populations in surrounding counties by total space provided per resident.  Altoona is 
about at the median for size but will sink to near the bottom in 20 years if population grows as 
projected.  We looked at the current building site in terms of parking and library user access.  
Parking is adequate for the most part.   The configuration of the site means that only about half 
of the exterior space can be devoted to parking, the rest is consumed by driveways and an 
exterior book return.  One of the challenges of an expansion will be to re-configure the parking 
and drive spaces for more efficient use.  Next we examined the building layout with attention to 
the current configuration of public space, collection space, and work space.   Section 2 also 
includes a checklist on the current building and needed modifications.   

In Sections 3 to 5 we provide a narrative description of the outdoor areas of the library site, the 
public areas, and the non-public spaces in the building.  Throughout these sections, we take note 
of ways that an expanded building could be configured.    

Section 6 covers the equipment in the building.  This is divided into 3 broad categories and 
includes rough cost estimates.  First we consider the heating and other mechanical equipment.  
Next we consider the parking lot and related outdoor equipment.  Finally, we discuss the office 
and related furniture and equipment, including computers.   

In Section 7 we turn to estimated costs for a building expansion and possible grant funding 
opportunities. We projected expansion costs to be between $4.7 million and $7.6 million.  The 
state library may offer grant funding for accessibility improvements in the future.  

Section 8, Appendix, includes the population projections from the Altoona City plan and a grid 
that can be used for planning what design elements should be in proximity to one another in an 
expanded building.   
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2 Building Overview 
 

2.1 Comparison to Area Libraries 
 
Assuming population growth and without added construction, the Altoona Public Library’s space 
per capita will diminish substantially over the next 20 years. Note that: 

 Library building space should be planned for at least a 20-year period.  
 As shown in the graph below, there are 20 libraries in Polk and surrounding counties that 

serve community populations between 5,000 and 50,000.   
 Altoona Public Library currently has about the average square feet per capita for this 

group.   
 However, if the growth rate reaches the city’s population target (about 33,700) by 2038, 

it will have a rate in the lower quartile - between Ankeny (0.4) and Clive (0.5) on the 
graph below.   
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2.2 Building Site 
 
The building site is pictured on the next page.   
 
The current number of parking spots is 66.  A 40,000-square foot building should have 200 
parking spots.  Gaining access to the current residential property would provide sufficient 
parking.  Without additional parking, an expanded building may not support peak parking loads.  
 
In the current building, a limited amount of additional parking could be added by eliminating one 
of the two current access routes.  In an expanded building, staff parking and a staff entrance at 
the south end of the current parking lot  might be needed if the residential property is not 
available.  
 
The current layout of vehicle traffic also creates a problem for the book return. An outdoor book 
drop requires staff to load and unload items in inclement weather.  A better option would be a 
drive-up book drop, but the current layout makes that impossible.  An expansion may require 
rerouting of the current traffic pattern.  
 
A new building should include a loading dock for library deliveries.   
 
Storm water runoff will be increased by any addition and should be properly addressed to avoid 
flooding issues.   
 
Having both a street entrance and a parking lot entrance adds complications to building design.  
It increases entryway space that is unusable for library purposes.  It also complicates the 
configuration of library service spaces for an expansion.   
 
The current entrance requires 9 steps and a long handicapped access ramp. With a new building, 
moving the entrance closer to Eighth Street would reduce this, but the building configuration 
may present a problem.   
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2.3 Parking and Driveways 
The total space for parking and driving is approximately 51,000 square feet.  Of that, 24,800 is 
the main area of the parking lot that accommodates 60 parking places.  Another 2,300 is used to 
provide 5 handicapped and 1 short term parking spots.  Of the handicapped spots, several are not 
truly accessible because of the grade of the drive. The remaining 23,900 square feet (almost 47% 
of the total) are taken up by driveway space. A major portion (almost 20%) of the space is taken 
up by the circular drive for the outdoor book drop.  The current traffic configuration makes it 
impossible to have a drive-up book return attached to the building.  The configuration also makes 
it difficult for deliveries, which must be transported up the stairs or ramp and hauled through the 
main entrance of the building or from the street through that entrance.  
 
In a new building, the design should allow for both a loading dock and a book drop attached to 
the building.  A 20,000-square foot building should have about 100 parking spots.  A 40,000-
square foot building should have 200 spots.   
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2.4 Current Building Spaces 
 
Here is a rough view of the current building and the spaces within. Each of the squares here 
represents about 3 square feet.  The estimated dimensions of each of these spaces is listed on the 
table on the following page.  The table also includes suggested dimensions for a building 
expansion that would cover the 40,000-square foot expansion area anticipated in the original 
building design.  
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2.5 Building Space Calculation – Current & Projected 
 
The table on the next page provides a graphic overview of the dimensions of the major areas of 
the current building and suggestions for an expansion.   
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2.6 Graph of Current Space Allocation 
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2.7 Adjacency Grid  
 
This table just looks like an odd crossword puzzle.  It is actually a grid designed to tell an 
architect which building elements need to be planned as close together as possible.  Here is how 
to read the sample grid here.  There are 29 design elements listed (items can be added or deleted 
as necessary for planning).  The first column indicates that the entry should be close (3) to 
circulation somewhat close (2) to self-check machines.  Blanks indicate that proximity is not a 
major design factor.  By examining the grid, planners can quickly see which items should be 
placed closer together in an expanded building.  Note that the black spaces indicate that nothing 
needs to be filled in.  Altogether, we compare 29 design elements to each of the other 28 
elements by using this grid.   
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2.8 Building Checklist 
 
The building checklist on the next pages considers the current building’s configuration.   
 
The features are noted by “Y” for yes, “!” for special notice, and “N” for No.  Brief comments 
are included for most categories.   
 

Note especially the following: 

1. The current book drop into the building should be fireproofed.  A new building 
should provide a drive-up box attached to the building. 

2. The basement access in the current building is unsafe.  At a minimum, the door to 
the basement should include an alarm if opened by unauthorized staff and a better 
lock on the door.  

3. The unused reference desk space should be converted to more usable space.  The 
likeliest option is to expand the number of public access computer terminals.  At 8, 
the current number is far below the national average of 25 to 35.  

4. The library should periodically (at least every 3 years if not annually) communicate 
current building space needs to the city council.  

5. A new building plan should include a comprehensive review of accessibility issues. The 
current building meets standards for mobility issues but does not accommodate users with 
visual or hearing impairment.  

6. Parking for the current building should probably include 100 spaces, not the 60 currently 
available.  A 40,000-square foot building should ideally provide for 200 spaces with 6 
handicapped spots.  

7. Lighting in the current building needs improvement.  
8. Meeting room spaces should be improved in a renovated building to provide for 

additional programming for children’s services and special use spaces such as maker 
spaces and computer training labs. This may require additional staff, as is often the case 
with a building expansion.  

9. Wiring and cabling for electrical and computer cables is less than ideal.  With or without 
an expansion, efforts to improve should be given a priority.  This is especially true in the 
staff work areas.  

10. The other items in the list on the following pages should be reviewed periodically by the 
Board and Director.  
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Building Checklist  
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Building Checklist Continued 
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3 Exterior Space  
 
In this section, we consider the parking lot, patio, and walk ways around the building as well as 
the condition of the roofing and other exterior elements. 
 
ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) Considerations 
There are currently 5 parking spaces are handicapped but grading makes 3 of them less than 
ideal.  With an expanded building, the number of handicapped spots should double.   
 
Drainage 
Because of natural flow of water runoff, the sidewalk and access to the building present a danger 
of icing over frequently.  There is a need to divert water under the pavement at several points on 
the drive and sidewalk.  Designers for an expanded building should take water flow more 
completely into account to minimize this problem.  Some form of water diversion should be 
included in planning.  
 
Patio Site 
The outdoor patio appears used and well maintained.   Wi-Fi reaches there on summer days. In 
an expanded building, could there be room for outdoor theatre, especially for children’s 
programming?  Could an outdoor drinking water fountain be included?  Some libraries have 
included enclosed courtyards that are “part of library” while still outdoors. By providing a 
security gate and Wi-Fi, the space becomes an attractive addition to the library in nice weather.   
 
Security 
The lighting along the sidewalks and parking lot appear good except for possible late night 
approaches along hiking path. That might require additional consideration.   
 
Parking 
Currently there are 66 stalls (verify number). This is less than the 100 that many codes would 
call for but the number does meet local codes..  An expanded building should include 200 spots 
with 6 to 8 handicapped spots.   
 
Book Drops 
The outdoor book returns are of insufficient size for peak periods such as holidays. An additional 
drop for books as well as for other materials should be installed.  Book drops are like parking 
lots, they have to be designed for peak loads, not the average.  The book drops should deposit 
items directly into the building in any expansion if possible.    
 
Deliveries 
There should be consideration given to a delivery dock in an expanded building 
 
 
Roof and other exterior surfaces 
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The mostly flat roof on this building means that the useful life is probably not much beyond 20 
years without major renovation.  A comprehensive examination of the roof should be planned in 
the near future since the building will be 20 years old soon.    
 
The windows on the building have presented problems for leaking and energy inefficiency since 
construction.  If an expansion is not available in the near term, careful consideration should be 
given to asking the city council for remediation.   
 
Careful consideration must be given to energy conservation for windows and insulation in any 
expanded building, of course.   
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4 Public Space  
 

Introduction  
 
In this section, we provide a narrative on the public areas of the current library building.  We 
note the elements that should be considered for any expansion. We also consider enhancements 
that should be considered without an expansion.   
 
Americans with Disabilities Act Requirements 
The library meets minimal ADA requirements.  A further assessment that would identify 
possible enhancements should be undertaken if time and funding can be secured.  The State 
Library of Iowa has in the past, and may, in the future provide grant funding for such 
assessments.  The state library recommends using the Readily-Achievable Barrier Removal 
checklist at least every three years.  The state library recommended ADA checklist can be found 
at: https://humanrights.iowa.gov/sites/default/files/media/ada-checklist%5B1%5D.doc 
 

Extra consideration could be given to: 
 Braille materials storage and display 
 Signage alternatives for the visually impaired 
 Large Print materials storage and display Has it’s own section, is there additional 

items needed? 
 Enhanced computer display for visually impaired 

 Hearing augmentation system in meeting room and at circulation desk.  This could 
include hearing loop systems such as those found at: http://www.hearingloop.org/ 

 
Lighting 
Lighting in the public area does not meet standards in some areas, especially in the book stack 
areas.  The book stacks cast shadows under the high fluorescent lighting from the vaulted ceiling.  
In the current building, consideration should be given to the payback period for replacement with 
LED lighting that would provide more candle power for the areas considered.  Lighting in other 
areas appears to be adequate in terms of foot candle power.  However, it should be thoroughly 
measured in the staff work areas especially.  Enhanced lighting throughout the building would be 
ideal. The library would benefit from a scheduled replacement cycle by tiers of lighting to reduce 
fluorescent flickering and buzzing.  Light meters should be used to check for adherence to IEEA 
standards in all areas of the building. Extra consideration could be given to LED lighting and 
indirect lighting in an expansion.  
 
Basement Access 
The door to the basement requires better security.  The lock would be easy to pick.  There is a 
danger that it could be left open by accident, allowing access to the entire building when it is not 
open. Note that there has been an incident with an apparent homeless person sleeping at the back 
of the building under the air conditioning unit. Although the outside door has no lock or handle, 
if propped open from inside basement, there would be easy access to the entire library.  
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Circulation Area 
New height adjustable desks are a great addition for public convenience.  However, are the 
chairs at circulation and throughout the work areas ergonomically designed?  Circulation staff 
noted a need for some type of notification system to call for additional staff for peak patron 
loads.  Staff also noted a potential need for additional directional aids to direct the public to areas 
of the library.  For instance, could a button light up the video section when pressed from the 
circulation desk?  
 
Reference Area 
Currently what used to be the reference desk is greatly underutilized.  It includes a fax machine, 
microfiche reader, and some bound periodicals.  Because the desks and shelving are bolted to the 
floor, removal would be difficult.  Nevertheless, consideration should be given to re-purposing 
the area.  One possibility would be to use the area for additional public access internet 
computers.  It appears that there may be room for 8 to 10 stations.  
 
Meeting Rooms 
The closet in the meeting room is used for storage but is not as efficient as it could be. Shelving 
here could greatly enhance the storage capacity of the room for children’s program supplies, 
additional chairs, tables, and other meeting room supplies.  Additional tables and chairs should 
be mobile and stackable.  The current configuration is more labor intensive than necessary.  Care 
should be taken in an expansion to ensure adequate seating for both meeting style and theatre 
style seating that is easily moved, stored, and durable.   
 
The meeting room wiring and electrical service should also be upgraded.  With better storage 
shelving, low cost computer lab equipment could be added to the current meeting room for use in 
training and demonstrations.   
 
Hearing loops should be considered for the meeting room (and the study rooms and the 
circulation desk as well).  Most modern hearing aids come equipped with receivers for t-coils.  
The wiring is usually strung along the ceiling with a transmitter in the room that allows for those 
with hearing loss to follow conversations in large rooms with a lot of background noise.   
 
The storage room that currently includes underused equipment for video owned by the school 
district would be better used as either storage or a janitorial room.   
 
Study Rooms 
In the current building, consideration should be given to adding hearing loops, as mentioned 
above.   It would also be useful to consider adding electrical wiring, Cat5 wiring, USB jacks, and 
even dedicated video displays.  At least 1 of the 2 study rooms could be set up to allow for 
gaming and other types of collaborative computer use that can be attractive to young adults.  
 
Programming areas 
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The current building is lacking space for much of the type of programming other libraries are 
now providing.   A building expansion should allow for a dedicated children’s story time area, a 
teen A/V and gaming room, a maker space, and many more public access workstations.  In a new 
building, care should be taken to put programming areas such as story time spots in closer 
proximity to the children’s collection.  This encourages library users that come for the programs 
to also seek out items in the library collection.  
 
Restrooms 
Restrooms can present problems in any public building. The facilities are well maintained but a 
staff janitor would be a welcome addition.  Handicapped access here and to the water fountains 
is acceptable.  A new building will require additional stalls.  A family restroom should be 
provided in the children’s area of an expanded building.   
 
Materials Display 
The current display area is underutilized in the entryway.  In an expanded building, consideration 
should be given to video display screens for bulletin board type displays.  
 
Children’s Area 
The current space for children’s materials does not include space for story-time.  That requires 
using the meeting room which is a considerable distance from the children’s room.  It is usually 
preferable to bring parents and caregivers into the library proper along with their children.  Busy 
parents may well come for story time and leave without ever being exposed to the materials in 
the library.  An expanded building should allow for a story time area sufficient for about 30 
children within the children’s area of the library.   
 
In an expanded building, strong consideration should be given to providing a variety of spaces 
and rooms for children of various ages.  Gaming rooms, study rooms with computers, video 
displays, and so forth are needed to appeal to a wide variety of ages.  Maker spaces are growing 
in popularity and should be strongly considered, although these should not be devoted 
exclusively to children.  In general, programming spaces in an expanded building must be 
designed to be available to a broad range of ages and capable of re-configuration for an array of 
programming functions.   
 
Reader Seating 
Currently reader seating in both the adult and children’s area is adequate.   
In an expanded building, consideration should be given to a number of things.   
More cozy quiet spaces would be in order.  A fire place or other focal point for relaxed quiet 
conversation should be considered.  A design that allows for completely quiet areas, semi-quiet 
areas, and loud areas is the more modern design trend for libraries.  Many libraries have found a 
coffee shop area to be a useful addition. An expanded building should offer USB outlets 
everywhere possible.  There should also be fast charging stations in selected areas of the 
buildings.  Such designs require planning for wired as well as wireless access throughout the 
building in much the same way as is found in many airports.   
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Book Drops 
The book return that allows the public to place items into the building is a potential fire hazard.  
It should be fire retardant and there should be a sprinkler system.  The internal book return by the 
circulation desk could be made more visible with added signage.  
 
Emergency Exits 
The emergency exits are not equipped with alarms and security camera surveillance.  This should 
be reviewed.    

Shelving 
The book and materials shelves are currently at about capacity.  Weeding equal to additions is 
usually a good thing but care should be taken for an expansion.  Library collections are 
becoming increasingly populated by other media types.  These media tend to be less standardized 
in size than bound books and hence take up more space than books.  Since it is likely that the 
design population served by the library may double in the next 20 years, careful planning will be 
necessary for shelving if the building is not expanded.  Serving twice as many people will 
require nearly doubling the collection, something that the current shelving configuration will not 
allow.  Expansion of the shelving space would require sacrificing some other current use space.  
Since there is little storage or programming space to use, reader seating is about the only 
possibility.  Less reader seating for an expanding population would diminish the library’s service 
profile quickly.   

An expansion will allow for adequate shelving that does not impinge on programming or other 
library service priorities.   

In an expanded building, the shelving should be as accessible as possible, with even wider aisles 
than those minimally called for by ADA requirements.  Although Iowa is not prone to 
earthquakes, shelving that cannot be toppled like dominoes is always a wise feature in a library 
setting.   
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5 Non-Public Space 
 
Offices 
The director’s office needs soundproofing.  The ceiling design in the work area leaves an open 
space in the ceiling.  That means that conversations, including personnel discussions can be 
overheard in the staff work area.  This should be remedied.  The Assistant Director does not have 
an office, and that should be remedied in an expansion.  
 
 
Work Area 
As furniture in the work area is replaced or in an expanded building, ergonomic furniture should 
be considered in the work area.  The adjustable desk spaces at the circulation desk could be 
augmented by ergonomic chairs and standing desks in the work areas.  
 
Use of the front desk for processing and other tasks may not be most efficient use of limited 
circulation desk space. That may be inevitable in the current building, but planning for an 
expansion should consider sufficient work space for both common and occasional tasks that 
occur in any library.   
 
Getting help when it is needed at the front desk is a common issue in every library.  The 
windows between the desk and work areas are useful but they are not always enough.  In the 
current building, consideration should be given to some added type of notification system that 
those at the front desk can use to get additional help when necessary.  An expansion will make 
any such notification system all the more necessary, of course.   
 
Server Room 
The current room is small and cramped.  Back up batteries for climate control should be 
considered carefully.  There should also be shelving for a limited inventory of replacement 
computers, keyboards, and so forth.   
 
Storage 
The architect for this building did not plan for very much storage. That probably keeps the 
library staff from hoarding by inertia as is often the case in libraries.   Nevertheless, there is 
really far too little storage space.  Some of the following can be addressed in the current building 
by adding shelving or rearranging things, which would be better accomplished in an expanded 
building. 
 
At minimum, the following is needed: 

 Janitorial station and supplies 
 Children’s programming materials storage 
 Seasonal display storage  
 A/V & computer equipment 
 Processing area supplies 
 Book, media, periodical storage 
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 Office supplies 
 Expanded staff locker space 
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6 Equipment 
 

6.1 Equipment – Heating, Air Conditioning, & Mechanical 
 

The inventory here is mostly original with the building so the equipment is all about 18 years 
old.   

The Library contracts with Stroh Corporation for maintenance of the majority of the equipment 
listed here.  In the most recent year, the maintenance contract cost $5,572 but required added 
repairs totaling $18,702.  The additional costs were for 12 service calls for the boiler, boiler 
tubes, and related boiler equipment.  Nearly all of the major items were listed as “good” but the 
median useful life of most items is at or above the current median life expected.   

 The city manager reports that it is not necessary for the library to budget separately 
for these items because they will be replaced from the city’s reserve fund as needed.   
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6.2 Exterior & Parking 
 
The items listed here are on the exterior of the building.  The parking lot and drive are in good 
repair but the flow water runoff on the drive should be considered.  The grade of the drive results 
in substantial water run-off from rain and melting snow.  That results in frequent ice cover on the 
walk ways, ramps, and parking lot.  That presents slipping and falling dangers to library users.   

The roof should be carefully inspected.  An 18-year-old flat roof is likely to be due for repair.   

The windows on the building leak frequently and should be repaired or replaced to improve 
climate control.   

The city manager reports that it is not necessary for the library to budget separately for 
these items because they will be replaced from the city’s reserve fund as needed.   

 

The listed items are the consultant’s rough cost estimates.  

Item Replacement Cost Age Notes 
Parking Lot $100,000 18  
Parking Drive $25,000 18  
Book Drops $5,000 18  
Roof $100,000 18  
Windows $50,000 18  
Siding/exterior $50,000 18  
Handicapped Ramp $15,000 18  
Sidewalk/stairs $20,000 18  
Patio $10,000 18  
Dumpster $5,000 0  
Bike Racks $2,500 5  
Other    
Total $382,500   
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6.3 Equipment – Staff and Public 
 
The library has the following equipment.  Not included here, but part of ongoing replacement 
costs are the following:   book shelving, chairs, tables, children’s room equipment, display 
shelving units, book trucks, and office furniture.  Note also that the library’s inventory of public 
access computers is quite low compared to other libraries.  It has 8 stations and most comparable 
libraries have 25 to 35.  Since these items are not part of the city’s replacement guarantee, as is 
the case for mechanical and exterior capital costs, they should be budgeted accordingly.    
 

 A 5-year replacement cycle for this inventory, would require a $20,000 annual 
commitment.  Bringing the public access computer inventory to a better level would 
bring that to closer to $40,000.  For further detail, see the table on the following 
page.  
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6.4 Public Access Computer Workstations 
 
At just 8, the library has far fewer computer workstations than regional or national averages. The 
average of workstations per 10,000 visits is between 2.1 and 2.25.  Altoona has 0.57.  To meet 
the average would take another 27 computer workstations.  That does not even take into account 
likely growth in annual visits based on population growth.   
 
The comparison numbers listed as national and regional averages here are based on data on over 
800 city libraries as reported by the federal Institute of Museums and Library Services in 2016.   
 

Factor  2017 2022 

1.  Population category 10,000 to 25,000 10,000 to 25,000 

2.  Public workstations 8 35 

3.  Annual library visits  140,000 154,000 

4.  Workstations per 10,000 visits - Actual                     0.57                        2.27  

5.  National average per 10,000 visits                     2.25                        2.25  

6.  Regional average per 10,000 visits                     2.10                        2.10  

7.  This library as ratio to national average 25% 101% 

8.  This library as ratio to regional average 27% 108% 
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7 Cost Projections 
 
The cost projections here are based on current nationwide data from Library Journal: Year in 
Architecture 2015: Six-Year Cost Summary, November 16, 2015.  The report deals separately 
with new buildings and remodeling projects because costs can vary widely.  The estimates will 
need to take into consideration additional factors as well.  Local building costs will vary from 
national averages.  Site preparation can become a major factor in some cases.  The estimates 
presume that the grade of the current site was taken into consideration when planning for 
expansion.  Equipment costs will vary depending on how much additional shelving and furniture 
is needed initially.  An expanded building must be built to accommodate added shelving and 
furniture but it need not all be added at once.   
 
The costs listed as “Tax per $200,000 Property,” are based on several assumptions: a 3% bond 
issue for 20 years, and a tax base equivalent to the current $1 billion property value of Altoona 
projected for 2018.   
 

7.1 Cost estimate ranges for 20,600 Square Feet Addition 
 
Category Low Moderate High 

Building Costs $200.00  $226.67  $280.00  

Equipment Costs $10.00  $16.67  $30.00  

Site costs $2.00  $5.67  $13.00  

Other Costs $15.00  $25.00  $45.00  

Combined $227.00  $274.00  $368.00  

Building & Furnishings costs  $4,676,200  $5,644,400  $7,580,800  

    

Design Population 2038 35,000 35,000 35,000 

Estimated Tax Base 2018 $1,000,000,000  $1,000,000,000  $1,000,000,000  

    

20-year cost at 3% interest $6,288,026  $7,589,952  $10,193,804  

Annual cost $314,401  $379,498  $509,690  

Tax per $200,000 property $62.88  $75.90  $101.94  
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7.2 Grant Funding  
 

LSTA Planning Grants  

 
The Library Utilization Grant Program was temporarily suspended due to state budget cuts. 
This grant program may return July 1, 2017. 

The State Library of Iowa allocates Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA) funds to 
provide Iowa public libraries consulting on space utilization. These grants pay for professional 
advice from impartial consultants who provide guidance and recommendations to library staff, 
city officials and the community about use of existing space. The library utilization grants have 
been funded by the State Library since FY94. Grants of up to $3,000 will be awarded as funds 
are available. A library may only receive one library utilization grant. 

Including a preliminary building program statement with strong planning committee support 
could be further supported during the next funding cycle to enhance the Building program 
statement according to the following eligible purposes: 

Space needs assessment of current facility. 
Consultant will help make the best use of the space in the library and determine the 
area needed for the library's programs and services 

 
Building Program Review 

Consultant will assist the library in writing and/or reviewing the library's building 
program statement. 

 
ADA compliance - evaluation and planning. 

The consultant will advise on the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) for libraries. 
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8 Appendix 
 

8.1 City of Altoona Population Projections 

 

 


